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Disclaimer: This template is for general information purposes only. All data-breach related communications and disclosures, 
including the use of this template, should be reviewed by your legal counsel to ensure you’re following local, state, and federal 
laws. These can vary greatly depending on your unique circumstances, including the types and quantity of data exposed. By 
using this form, you release InfoArmor from any and all liability.


	Company Name: Company Name Here
	Date: Date here
	YOUR LOGO HERE: 
	When did the event occur?: When did the [event type] occur?
	When did event occur: On [date of discovery], [company name] discovered sensitive employee data may have been compromised. The [type of event] occurred on [date of the incident (or a range of dates)].
	How did the [event type] happen?: How did the [event type] happen? 
	How did event occur: The [event type] occurred when [summary of events]. 
	When was event resolved?: When was the [event type] resolved?
	When resolved desc: The [event type] was resolved on [date of resolution], when our [resolving party (ex: IT team)] [act of resolution (ex: patched a software issue)]. As a further precaution, we also [list any other precautions taken].*Note: If the incident or investigation has not been fully resolved, clearly state this to your employees. Failure to disclose accurate data isn’t just unethical, it can be illegal. 
	What types data were compromised?: What types of data were compromised? 
	types data compromised: The following forms of data may have been compromised:[List all types of sensitive information that may have been exposed in bullet point format. You should include employee names, addresses, Social Security numbers, email addresses, medical records, and all other forms of personally identifiable information.]
	What data was secured?: What should I do now?  
	what data secured desc: We have reason to believe that the following information was not compromised during the [event type]:[List sensitive information that was not compromised. This might include SSNs, passwords, medical records, or other encrypted data.]
	What should I do now?: What actions is the company taking?  
	what should I do desc: [Summarize the steps your organization is taking to protect employee data moving forward, as well as how you intend to protect them from any resulting damage caused by the current exposure of personal details]
	What actions company taking?: With whom can I share my questions or concerns?  
	Actions taking desc: [List the contact information of who will be assisting employees with any concerns or questions they may have.]
	With whom can I share my questions or concerns?: With whom can I share my questions or concerns?  
	Whom share concerns desc: [List the contact information of who will be assisting employees with any concerns or questions they may have.]
	YOUR LOGO HERE FOOTER: 


